Forsyte understands that working from home
and remote learning are no longer choices,
but necessities for your organization

Driving Technology Innovation.

Quickly set up a work environment with Forsyte I.T. Solutions to maintain productivity,
adhere to compliance regulations, and keep your people and data secure while you
work remotely during this time of uncertaintly.

ONEDRIVE & MICROSOFT TEAMS QUICKSTART
Combating COVID-19 in your school
Preparing for the possibility of a pandemic, U.S. schools and universities are starting to talk
about what online learning could look like in the event that physical campuses need to be shut
down over growing coronavirus infections.
As the number of confirmed cases of the new coronavirus rises across the United States,
hundreds of academic institutions have shuttered, with major universities shifting to online
coursework to protect their students.

Microsoft and Forsyte provide customers with a quick and easy rollout of
OneDrive and Microsoft Teams to streamline communication and
collaborate remotely in this time of uncertainty.
GET YOURS
Forsyte will deliver a Quickstart to:

NOW!
Microsoft is
offering O365
licenses free
for 6 months

Gather data needed to create a Teams engagement strategy and provide
a summary of Engagement
Help schools understand how to run remote classrooms (Teams + LMS), train users, and
support them.
Rush IT Governance to address the priority of educators, teaching and staff working remotely.
Offer supportive documentation and tutorials to guide students in downloading and using the
Teams app

Get the Benefits of OneDrive and Microsoft Teams:
Open, Store & Work Together: No additional software or authentication needed to open, store,
and share Office files with Office online, the Office desktop apps, and Office mobile apps.
Easily collaborate: Multiple users can simultaneously edit Office files stored in OneDrive, with
Office 2016 on the desktop or Office Online on a browser.
Search & Track: O365 supports threaded comments from within your Office files and the notetaking app, OneNote is an integrated part of Office 365.
Securely collaborate: Microsoft Teams is built on Office 365 groups, Microsoft Graph, and has
the same security, compliance, and manageability as the rest of Office 365. Teams leverages
identities stored in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD).

Let us help you set up OneDrive and Microsoft Teams to connect your faculty, staff, and students
and take full advantage of the remote functionality for your organization.

Contact us to talk through your options to get started now!
FORSYTEIT.COM | INFO@FORSYTEIT.COM | 844.587.4535

